
IN THE COURT OF ADDL. DIST. & SESSIONS JUDGE
CUM MEMBER M.A.C.T. HOJAI, SANKARDEV NAGAR.

M.A.C. case No- 373(N)/13.

Sri Prasanta Kumar Das --- Claimant

Vs.

National Insurance  Co. Ltd.  and others-O.P.s

Present :

Sri P.K. Bora, M.Sc., LL.B., A.J.S.

Addl. Dist. & Sessions Judge

Cum Member M.A.C.T.

Hojai, Sankardev Nagar.

Ld. advocate for the  claimant  : Mr.  S.R.  Choudhury. 

Ld. advocate for the  O.P. No1 :  Mr. Bijan  Sarkar. 

Ld. advocate for the  O.P. No-3:  Mr.  J. C. Pandit. 

Evidence   given / recorded on : 29/8/14. and 18/9/14 

Argument heard on :  28/10/14. 

Judgment delivered on : 19/11/14.  

                                      Judgment 

                                    (1) The claimant  has  filed an  

application  U/S 163 (A)/ 140  of M.V. Act praying  compensation  of 

15 lakhs for the death of his  son  Sushanta Das aged about 8 years, a 

student  of Class III , from  the  O.P.No-1 Sri  Babu Krishna Das, 

O.P.No-2  Sri Haripada Das , O.P.No-3  National Insurance Co. Ltd. 

According to  the  claimant  on the day  of  incident  when  his  son 

Sushanta Das was going  from  his  house  to the  house of one  Sumu 

Das to attend a marriage  ceremony  along  the  left side  of the road, a 
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rashly  and negligently  driven vehicle  bearing  registration No- AS-

02E-1557  (tractor)  knocked  Sushanta  Das  down   causing   serious 

injuries to his person. The  injured was immediately shifted  to  Lanka 

P.H.C.  but  he  was  declared  dead.  An ejahar  was  filed  which 

was registered as Lanka P.S. case No-44/13 U/S 279/304(A) I.P.C. 

The  O.P. No-1,2 and 3  are   owner , driver  and  insurer  of the 

offending  vehicle  respectively.   O.P.No-1  and 3  filed  their  written 

statement  wherein they  denied the  averments  made  in the  claim 

petition .  

                                                (2) Issues  are  framed as under : 

(1) Whether  on 11/3/13 at 2 p.m. Sushanta Das, son of the 

claimant  was hit   by  a rashly  and negligently driven 

vehicle  bearing  registration No-AS02E-1557 and  later 

the  injured died due to the  injury sustained ?  

(2)Whether   the   driver  of  the  offending  vehicle   was  at 

fault? 

(3)Whether  the  claimant  is entitled for  compensation  from 

the  owner  and  insurer of  the  offending  vehicle  and to 

what extent ? 

Reasons and decision there on

                                                (3) Claimant Sri Prasanta Kumar Das  

advanced his evidence  as P.W.1.   One  Sampat  Acharjee  and one 

Dipankar Majumder advanced their  evidence  as P.W.2 and 3.  P.W.2 

did not  appear  for  his  cross-examination , therefore,  his  evidence 

is  expunged. 

                                                (4) P.W.1  in his written evidence  

narrated  the  fact already  stated in his  claim  petition.  Nothing new 

came  in  his written  evidence.   In  cross-examination  he  denied the 

suggestion  that when his deceased son wanted to  cross  a road  in 

front   of  the   running   vehicle   the   incident   occurred.    Same 
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suggestion  was  also  put  to P.W.3, which  P.W.3 denied.   The 

nature of  evidence  advanced before  this  Court  and also  the way  of 

cross-examining  the  witnesses proved  that  Sushanta Das died when 

he was  hit  by a tractor  bearing  registration No. AS 02E-1557.  The 

said  vehicle was insured with  O.P.No-3 , therefore,  O.P. No-3 is 

liable  to   pay  compensation  .Issue  No1,  2  and  3  are  decided  in 

affirmative .   Now  question  is   what  shall  be  the  quantum of 

compensation. It  has come in the  evidence  and materials  on record 

that  the  age  of  deceased  was 9 at the time  of  his  death  and he 

studied  in   Class  III  standard.   The deceased was not   an earning 

member   of  his   family  .  Therefore,   the   structural   formula  to 

ascertain the  compensation  in  case of  earning  member  of a family 

can not  be  applied here.  

                                                 (5) During the course of  hearing  in  

Lata  Wadhwa Vs.   State   of   Bihar  ,  2001 A.C.J.  1735(SC)   the 

Hon’ble  Apex Court  requested  Mr.  Y.V. Chandrachud former Chief 

Justice   of  India   to   examine   the  matter   and   determine  the 

compensation  payable in  the case  where  the  victim  is a child.  In 

his  lordship’s  report the  children  are divided into  two  groups. First 

group between  the age of 5 to 10  years  and the  second  group 

between 10 to 15  years.   In  case of children  between 5 to  10 years 

an uniform  sum  of Rs. 50,000/-  has been  held to be  payable  by 

way   of  compensation   to   which   the   conventional  figure  of 

Rs.25,000/- has been  added.  In case  of the  age  group  between 10 

to 15 years the conventional compensation  will be Rs.25,000/- 

                                                  (6) Thus  the  compensation  for  the  

children with the  age  range 10 to 15 years will be Rs. 1,57,000/- .  In 

the report  also  held  that   this will not  necessarily bar parents’ claim 

and prospective  loss  will found a  valid  claim provided that  the 

parents   establish   that   they   have  a  reasonable  expectation  of 

pecuniary benefit  if  the child had lived .   The   principle laid  down 

in Lata Wadhwa’s case (Supra) was also  applied in  the case of  State 

of Haryana  and Anr. Vs.  Jasbir Kaur;  2003 A.C.J. 1800 (SC) .  The 

Jasbir  Kaur’s  case  (Supra)  was  also   followed  in   New  India 
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Assurance  Co. Ltd.  Vs.  Satender and ors; AIR 2007 SC 324.  In 

Satender’s  case (Supra) a 9 years  old  boy was knocked down  by a 

truck,  resulting  immediate death of the  child.   In  that case  the 

Hon’ble Apex Court  awarded 1.8 lakhs  with an interest at the  rate of 

7.5%  on the  amount  from the  date of filing  the  petition . The 

Hon’ble Apex Court  observed in  Satender’s  case (Supra)  that  in 

cases of an young  children  of tender   age , in  view  of uncertainties 

abound  neither  their  income  at the  time  of death  nor the prospects 

of the future increase in  their  income  nor chances of advancement of 

their  carrier are  capable of proper  determination on estimated basis . 

The  reason  is that  at such  an early age,  the  uncertainties in regard 

to their academic  pursuits,  advancement in carrier  and  thereafter 

advancement  in life are so many  that  nothing  can be  assumed with 

reasonable   certainty   .    Therefore,  neither  the   income  of  the 

deceased child  is capable of  assessment  on estimated basis  nor  the 

financial   loss  suffered  by the parents   is  capable  of  mathematical 

computation.  

                                                 (7) Thus, in our case   the  claimant  is  

entitled to  get  compensation of Rs. 1.8 lakhs with an interest 7.5 % 

P.A.  from the  date of filing  the  case within a period  of three 

months  from today.  If the  sum is not paid an additional interest at 

the rate of 6 % P.A. will be imposed on the said sum.  

                                                   Given under my hand and seal of this  

Court on this 19th day of  November 2014.  

                                                              Addl. Dist. & Sessions Judge

                                                                    Cum Member M.A.C.T. 

                                                                    Hojai, Sankardev Nagar.
Dictated & corrected by me 

 Addl. Dist. & Sessions Judge

     Cum Member M.A.C.T. 

     Hojai, Sankardev Nagar.

Monuj.  
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